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If you received Pro Pick on disk, you can run INSTALL to install the program files on your hard 
disk or run ProPick.EXE directly from a floppy without installing it.  Most will probably want to put 
Pro Pick on their hard drives but it is handy to use the program on floppy if you take it with you to 
more than one location. 

To Overwrite or Not?
Note:  When installing Pro Pick you may be asked to make a choice to overwrite some existing 
system files.  Pro Pick will usually work with most older versions of system files so you may want 
to go ahead and install without replacing any files if your are concerned that the operation of other
programs might be affected.  On the other hand, if the dates show that your system files are quite
outdated, you may elect to install the new files.  It's your choice, but be aware that no one can be 
sure of how each and every program you have may operate with different system files.  
 
 Installation instructions for Pro Pick for Windows.
 System Requirements:      
    1.  Windows 3.0 or newer running in Standard or Enhanced mode or Windows 95.
    2.   Vbrun300.DLL - The Visual Basic 3.0 Runtime Library.  This file is not included with

 the BBS Package but can be obtained from America Online, Compuserve or 
most any BBS.   

   
Description of Program Files
  
PROPICK.EXE  Pro Pick program, run from Windows program manager or other 

launcher.
  
PROTIB.DAT
PROTI.DAT Pro Pick data files
PROSE.DAT
PRONM.DAT

PROPICK.HLP ProPick Help & Information

PROST96.DAT Statistic file for 1996.  Pro Pick can create statistic files for future years, 
check the help window for details. 

PROSC96.DAT Schedule for 1996.  Pro Pick can create schedule files for future years.

DDEML.DLL Extention (system) files used by Pro Pick. 
CMDIALOG.VBX        
THREED.VBX

Please check the Help Topics for information regarding specific Pro Pick features.



This program is not to be used in violation of any Law.  By using Pro Pick you accept
the responsibility for knowing and acting within all Local, State and Federal regulations
that apply in your situation.  In short, if it isn't legal for you to use Pro Pick,  Don't!

No guarantees of any kind are made regarding the performance of this program. 

Registering your copy of Pro Pick will enable printer support of all Statistics, Schedules, 
Predictions and Results.

Please send $10.00 to....
Conan L. Brown
9424 S. 250 E.
Hamlet, Indiana 46532

                     Thank you very much for supporting our Shareware!


